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A solution of the kinetic equation for a damped quantum oscillator on which an external classical force
f(t) acts is obtained. A number of exact solutions for various initial conditions are considered and the
spectrum of the radiation emitted by the oscillator is found.
1. INTRODUCTION

IN previous workr 1 J we considered a kinetic equation
for the density matrix p(t} describing the relaxation of
a quantum oscillator to the state of thermodynamical
equilibrium 1 >. This problem is of interest for the quantum theory of the laser and the photostatistics of laser
radiation, and also as an example of a problem from the
quantum theory of irreversible processes which permits
an exact solution. The results obtained in I give a description of the relaxation itself; however, the process
of excitation of the oscillator was not considered there.
In the present work we discuss a more complicated
case when the quantum oscillator in the relaxation process is subjected to the action of an external (classical}
force f(t} which depends in an arbitrary way on the
timet.
The kinetic equation with the inclusion of a force f(t)
is given in I and has the form I, (60). Methods for its
solution and a number of concrete examples are discussed in Sees. 2 and 3. We note that the formulas obtained can describe the statistics of photocounts in the
process of optical heterodyning 2 >.
If we neglect the relaxation (i.e., put y = 0, where y
is the damping constant), Eq. I, (60) describes the action
of a force f(t} on an isolated oscillator, not interacting
with a dissipative subsystem (thermostat). The kinetic
equation in this case reduces to the usual Liouville
equation. Such a problem was considered in the wellknown papers of Feynmanl3 J and Schwingerl 4 J.
The solution found in these papers allows us to investigate excitation of the quantized field (i.e., of a set
of oscillators) by an external classical current. The
formulas obtained in Sec. 3 of the present work give a

generalization of these results for a quantum oscillator
with damping. These formulas have a specially simple
form for v - 0 (i.e., fl.wo >> kT, where wo is the eigenfrequency of the oscillator and T is the temperature of
the thermostat), which is fulfilled for the optical range.
We emphasize that the results obtained are exact, since
no perturbation theory in the force f(t) is used.
The action of the external force f(t} on the oscillator
causes the population densities of the levels, wn(t) to
depend on time even when yt » 1; this induces transitions between the levels. If we consider a charged quantum oscillator, dipole radiation arises. The spectrum
of this radiation is determined in Sec. 4.

1lThe paper [ 1 ] is referred to below as I; e.g. I, (I 0) signifies a reference to formula (I 0) in the paper I.
2 l As already noted in I, the model of the quantum oscillator with
damping is related directly to photocount statistics (for an electromagnetic field, coherent in first order; see Glauber [ 2 ]). Analogously, the
relaxation of an oscillator under the action of an external force f(t)
describes the photocount statistics for the sum of two signals (heterodyning). To see this, it is sufficient to assume that the optical heterodyne field is quasi-classical and corresponds to the coherent state. Then,
a "superposition," in the sense of [ 2 ], of the amplitude of this coherent
state with the amplitude of the light field being studied, corresponds
completely to the result of relaxation in the presence of an external
force (the role of this force is played by the heterodyne field).

2. THE KINETIC EQUATION AND ITS SOLUTION
We consider an oscillator, acted upon by an external
force f(t). Such a model describes, for example, the
interaction of a field oscillator with a classical current
or with the polarization of a medium in a resonator (in
the linear approximation); the current or polarization
induces buildup of the vibrations of the oscillator. As
shown in I, the relaxation of an oscillator in the absence
of an external medium has a "one-dimensional" character; each diagonal of the density matrix Pmn (m- n
= const) relaxes independently of the others. If we include the force f(t}, different diagonals begin to mix and
the problem becomes substantially more complicated
(in particular, the method of generating functions, developed in I, is no longer applicable in the presence of
the force). We consider two different methods of solving
the kinetic equation I, (60).
1. The method of characteristic functions X(7J} and
distributions of quasi-probabilities W(a}. A general
solution of the kinetic equations for x(11, t) and W(a, t)
is given by the formulas I, (65) and I, (69); using these,
it is not difficult to obtain a picture of the evolution of
the initial state on the a-plane (in particular, in the
a-representation of Glauberl 2 J for the density matrix p).
However, the derivation of the population densities wn(t)
= Pnn(t) of the different levels in this method requires
the calculation of complicated integrals.
2. The method of Fock and Bargmann rsJ. This is
more convenient for the determination of the population
densities wn(t). The density matrix of the oscillator in
this representation has the following form:
(1)
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(here, z 1, z 2 are independent complex variables; the bar
denotes the complex conjugate). The function R(z 1, z 2 )
is proportional to the matrix element of p in the coherent states:
R(a,P)=exp{ 1/o(lal"+ IW)}(ulrl~).

(2)

We recall that the coherent state Ia) has the form

Ia)

=exp(

-~lal') ~
2

n=O

an

inl

In).

It is clear from (1) that the function R(z1, z 2 ; t) contains

information about all the matrix elements Pmn(t). The
kinetic equation I, (60) takes upon transformation from
to R the form:
iJR
iJt

=v[(v-t-1)

p

82~ -(v+~)(z 1 iJR +z2 a~)
az.ilz,
2 - az.
oz,

-f-v(z1z2 -1)R]- i-[t(t)eioo,t(--~ .-z1 )
oz,

i2wo

- f(t) e-i<M

(-~ 1

-

z2 ) JR,

(3)

where w o is the eigenfrequency of the oscillator, y is the
damping constant, Tis the temperature of the thermostat, and
(4)
It is possible to showleJ that the solution of equation

complex amplitude on the Glauber a-plane by a factor
of p- 112 . The corresponding Green function is obtained
from (6) with v = v = 0.
2) Increase of Gaussian fluctuations of the amplitude
(with f(t)
0 and without consideration of the attenuation
of the amplitude). The Green function corresponding to
this transformation is obtained from (6) after the replacements p - 1, q- 0, qv- v(1- e-Yt), v- 0.
3) The unitary transformation:

=

p' =

D(v)pD-1 (v),

D(v)

=

exp (va+- iia),

i.e., the displacement of the complex amplitude of the
oscillator by a vector v(t). The transformation (7c) is
identical in form with the change of p(t) for an oscillator
without damping under the influence of an external force
(the attenuation y appears in D(v) only through the definition of v(t), cf. formula (7b)).
The transformations (1) and (2), in contrast to (3),
are non-unitary; this is characteristic for a relaxation
process 41 • It is natural to combine them into the one
(also non-unitary) transformation considered in detail
in I.

3. SOLUTIONS FOR PARTICULAR CASES
We consider the time evolution of a number of initial
states of physical interest.
1. Let

(3) under arbitrary initial conditions is of the type:

(8)

R(:~,z 2 ;t)= ~ d~(\;1 )d~(1;..)G(z 1 ,z 2 ;\;1 ,\;2 lt)R(\;.,(;2 ;0);
(5)
1
2
here dJ..L (!;) = 1T - exp (- I!; nd !; and the Green function G
is equal to
3)

G (z1 z,· \;1

'

1

S" I t ) = - - - exp

' ' -

1

+ qv

where
F = qvz,z,

{ F(z., z,; \;1, \;2lt) l
------1- J
1 qv
'

+

(6)

+ q(v + 1)~&

+ p'h(z.I, + z,~,- vi,- v\;,) + vz, + vz,- IvI'

(6a)

and we use throughout the notation
p

=

v(t)=

exp (-yt),

1

i--~

f2wo

0

q

=

1- exp (-yt),

j(t')exp[ -.!.(t-t')-f-iw 0t']dt'
2

(7c)

(7a)
(7b)

(the quantity v(t) coincides with the complex amplitude
of the forced vibrations of a classical operator excited
by a force f).
The formula (5), in principle, solves the problem of
the evolution of an arbitrary initial state. To obtain the
population densities wn(t) of the different levels and the
non-diagonal elements of the density matrix Pmn(t), we
have only to expand the function R(z1, z 2 ; t) in powers of
Z1 and z2.
We note that the evolution of the density matrix p(t),
according to Eq. (5), may be described as the result of
three consecutive transformations on the initial density
matrix p(O):
1) Relaxation with zero thermostat temperature and
0. This process corresponds to attenuation of the
f(t)

=

'>The integration in (5) is carried out over the whole plane, d 2s =
ds 1ds 2 , where s = s 1 + s 2 ( -= < s I> s 2 <=).We note that the measure
dtt(t) is normalized to unity: f dtt<n = I.

where v 0 ~ 0 and a is an arbitrary complex number.
Such a density matrix corresponds 51 to a characteristic
function XN(17) = exp(- vol171 2 + a11- aij), i.e., to a
superposition of the coherent state Ia) and Gaussian
noise (a Planck distribution with the parameter
vo = [exp(nwo/kTo) -1]- 1).
As Glauber has shown, a superposition of two states
corresponds to combination of electromagnetic fields
created by independent sources. Therefore, the example
(8) is related to the case, often encountered in quantum
optics, when the incoming field consists of a determined
signal (the coherent state Ia)) on which random thermal
noise is imposed.
Putting (8) into (5), we find
(9)

where
~ = pv0

+ qv,

~ = P(t) = p'ha

+ v(t)

(9a)

(p, q and v(t) are defined in (7)). Comparison of (9) and
(8) demonstrates the invariance of the form of the given
state in the process of its relaxation; only the parameters {3 and J..L change. In this case, J..L (t) can be identified
with the average energy of an oscillator relaxing in the

4 >We note that in the case of negative temperature of the thermostat
(buildup of the vibrations, 'Y < 0), the transformation (I) alone, i.e.,
without (2 ), does not conserve the non-negative character of the density
matrix.
s>we point out here the connection between Rand the normal characteristic function:

R(z 1, z2)

=

~ e'•'• ~

"

.

d't)l(N

(t))exp {-(\'1\ 2

+ z,t]- zzt])}.
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absence of an external force, and {3(t) is the amplitude
of the vibrations of the classical oscillator with the initial condition j3(0) =a.
From (9) we obtain the formulas for the population
densities:
J.!n
{
1~1 2 } (
lfll2 )
(10)
Wn(l)= (1 + J.!)n+lexp

- l+

J.!

Ln -

1 + J.! ,

and also those for the non-diagonal elements of the density matrix:
Pmn(t} =

Rmn(~,

(lOa)

ft}.

Here Ln(x) is the Laguerre polynomial normalized according to the tables c7 J (we note that Ln(x) > 0 for
x :s 0), and the function Rmn(/3, 11) is defined form _2::: n
by formula I, (34a). In this case Rnm(/3, ll) = Rmn(/3, fl).
In the classical limit ( 1/31 2 » 1), expression (10) is
simplified:
w
n

.(t)~

--- 1
[2n(1+2J.!)nc!J'''

exp{-~nc1) 2

2(1+2ft)1Lc!

}

(lOb)

'

where ncl = Ec1/bw 0 = li3(t)l 2 (Eel is the energy which
the classical oscillator has at time t).
2. Putting a = 0 we arrive at formulas describing
the relaxation of a Planck distribution (with parameter
vo and initial temperature T0 ). In this case {3(t) v(t).
If we neglect the relaxation, then ll (t) = v 0 and we must
put y = 0 in the expression (7b) for v(t). After these
simplifications, the expression (10) goes over to the
formula obtained by Schwinger cal.
3. In the particular case of vo = 0 the formulas of
subsection 1 of this section describe the relaxation of
the coherent state Ia) (in this case 11 = qv). An especially simple result is obtained with zero thermostat
temperature 6 > (v = 0), namely, p(t) = 1{3(t))({3(t)l, i.e.,
the oscillator at any moment of time is in the coherent
state 1{3(t)). This is the only case where the relaxation
leaves the state pure in spite of the interaction with a
dissipative subsystem (in the given case, with vacuum
fluctuations of the electromagnetic field). This fact
again underlines the quasiclassical nature of the coherent states.
4. The values a = vo = 0 correspond to the nonexcited
oscillator, p(O) = 10)(01. As before, Pmn(t) is correctly
given by the formulas (10) and (lOa), where now ll = qv,
{3(t) = v(t). With v = 0, a Poisson distribution is obtained
for the population densities wn(t):

=

Wn(t) = e-~'),n / nl,

f.= f-(t) =

lv(t) 12 •

(11)

This formula was obtained by FeynmancaJ for an oscillator without damping. It is interesting to note that with
v = 0, inclusion of the damping affects only the value of
the amplitude v(t) and does not change the form of the
distribution (11). For v > 0, this is no longer so.
5. A more complicated case is when the initial state
of the oscillator is an N-quantum state, Pmn(O)
= omNonN· Evaluation of the integrals (5) givescsJ
R(z 1,z2 ;t)=

From this are derived the following expressions for the
elements of the density matrix 7 >:
~

~

Wn (t) = ~ w~_,_,. (t) W~~n (t),

Pmn (t) =

k=O

~ W~-+k (t)p;n (t; k). (13)
h=O

Here wN-k(t) is the probability of the transition N- k
during the timet, if the force f(t) is absent (wN-n is
given by formula I, (23)); wk-n(t) is the probability of
the transition k - n under the action of a force f(t), if
the relaxation is neglected but the expression for v(t) is
taken with inclusion of the attenuation y (cf. (7b)).
Finally, P~n(t; N) is the density matrix of an oscillator
in anN-quantum state at t = 0, under the same conditions as for wN--n· An explicit expression for wN--n
may be obtained within the framework of ordinary quantum mechanics (without considering the relaxation);
cf. C3 J and especially c4 J. A slight generalization of these
calculations leads to the formula:

(14)
v(t) = yf.ei~,

w~:_,_n(t)

== P~n(t; k).

The expressions (13) for Wn and Pmn have, generally, a complex form. We shall indicate a few simple
cases.
A. Putting z 1 = z 2 = 0 in (12), we find the population
density of the ground level:
Wo(t) =

+

[q(1
v)]N
{
lvl 2 } (
(1 + qv)N+I exp -1 + qv LN -

PIVI 2

)

q{T+ v) (1 +

qv)

. (15)

B. For v = 0 (zero thermostat temperature) the expression for wN-k(t) is markedly simplified, as the
relaxation is only downwards (k :s N). In this case
N

ndN!

Wn(t)=e-'"'

(16)

pkqN-kf-miLm('J..,)I2

::on>!k!(N-k)!

n<

n>=max(k,n),

m=lk-nl,

'

where
n<=min(k,n),

A=lv(t)l 2

In particular, for N = 0, the formula (16) goes over to
(11), while for N = 1 we have
Wn(t)

=

')..,n-1

e-'--[p(n- 'A) 2
nl

+ q'A],

Wn(O) = l>n, I·

(lla)

C. The generating function for the population densities Wn(t) for v = 0 has the form
~

GN(z, t)

= ~ Wn(t)zn =

f.~2

(1-

p~)N e-'tLN(-:_ ~)

n=O

,

(17)

p

6=1-z.
D. Let the initial state be an incoherent mixture of
n-quantum states, Pmn(O) = omnwn(O), where wn(O) is
arbitrary. Then the average energy of the oscillator
and its dispersion vary according to the rules

[q(1+v)]N
( 1 +qv)N+I

p(z1- v) (za -v) ) exp{ _qvz,zz
q(1 + v) (1 + qv)

+ vz, + vzz -I v 1

2}

•

(l 2)

1 + qv

6 lin optics, vis practically equal to zero. Thus for the light of a ruby
laser (hw 0 = 1.78 eV), v- 10-30 forT= 300°K. Values of v- I are attained in the radio-frequency range.

7 >The possibility of representing Pmn (t) in the form (13) is a result
of the separation, indicated in Sec. 2, of the evolution of j) (t) into the
simpler transformations (I )-(3 ). In this case p' (t) corresponds to the
transformation (I)+ (2), and p"to the transformation (3). Formula (14)
follows from (7 c) if we take note of the form of the matrix elements:

Dmn(TJ)

=

(n!fm!)'f,1Jm-nLn"'-n(i'li') cxp (--'f,ITJI').
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Tn 2 (t)

= Jln 02p 2

ii(t) = iiop + vq +'A,
1) (no- v)pq + v(v + 1) (1 - p 2 )
+.'A[1+2(ii0p+vq)].
(18)

+ (2v +

(22)

In the absence of the force, A = 0, and these formulas

go over into I, (10).
E. We find the limiting expressions for the population densities wn(t) when yt « 1 and yt ::?> 1. In the
first case the relaxation is still insignificant, and
WN-k(t)- oNk. Therefore, from (13) and (14) we obtain

b; =-if;* exp[i(Ul;- ffio)t]a.
It is essential that these equations are linear; the force
f(t) occurs in the equation for a(t) as an additional
c-number term. Therefore, the solution for a(t) has the
form (in the Weisskopf- Wigner approximation)

(23)

(19)
where

where
n< =min (N, n),

n> =max (N, n),

Q=Ulo-iv/2,

m =IN- nl,

and we must take y = 0 in the formula (7b) for v(t). The
expression (19) coincides with Schwinger's result[ 4 J. It
is investigated in more detail in Appendix A and its
range of applicability is discussed in Appendix B.
In the opposite case yt >> 1 the relaxation has
already been completed and the memory of the initial
state disappears. The function R(z 1, z 2 ; t) takes the form
(9) with values of the parameters J.l = v and {3 = v(t).
The intermediate case yt - 1 is much more complicated. To understand the qualitative picture we assume
that N, A ::?> 1 (a strongly excited oscillator). Then in
(13), (14), and (19) we may use ariluasi-classical asymptotic form for the polynomials Ln (A). The relevant
formulas are given in Appendix B.
4. THE RADIATION SPECTRUM OF THE OSCILLATOR

We now discuss the question of the spectrum of quanta
radiated by a charged oscillator on which a force f(t)
acts. Since the external force induces transitions between the levels En= Nfl.wo, it would seem at first sight
that the radiation spectrum should consist of harmonics
wn = nwo, independently of the form of the force. In
fact, just as in the case of a classical oscillator, the
radiation spectrum is completely defined by the spectrum of the acting force. The reasoning given above is
erroneous, since it does not take into account the equal
spacing of the spectrum of the oscillator, which leads to
interference of the quanta emitted during the transitions
between different levels (compare with the discussion
of the so-called "harmonic oscillator paradox" in I).
To consider this question we take the Louis ell [9 J
model, in which we add the interaction of the oscillator
with the external force to the Hamiltonian H0 ; H = H0
+ H1, where

"' (fia+
' 'b;
H 1 = LJ

;

+ /; •'ab;' +) -

1 (f
,r-

r 2wo

'
(t) a•

'
+ f • (t) a).

(20)

Here fl. = m = 1, j labels t~e fiel.fl oscillator, fj is the
interaction constant, and a and bj are the operators in
the Heisenberg representation of the charged oscillator
and of the j-th field oscillator respectively. Going over
to the interaction representation,
';z(t)

=

a(t)e-iwot,

b~(b)

=

b;(t)e-i"'; 1,

(21)

we obtain from (20) equations for the operators a(t) and

v;(t) =/;(e-i"'; 1 -e-i 0 1)/(Ul;-Q),

=

and v(t) is defined by (7b). For f(t)
0 the expression
(23) coincides with that found by Louisell[ 9 J.
The spectrum of the emitted quanta is given by
formula I, (74), in which the correlation function
( i+(t + T)a(t)) occurs. From (23), we find 8 )
(a+(tz) d(t,)) = exp [ -iUlo(t,- t 2 ) ]{ii(O) exp [ -v(t, + t 2 ) /2]
+ v(t 1 )v'(t 2 )},

(24)

where n(O) = (a•(o)a(O)) and it is assumed that (a(O))
= (a +(0)) = 0 and v = 0 (in the case v > 0 the question
arises of discerning the quanta emitted by the oscillator
against the infinite thermal background). Putting (24)
into I, (74) we find, after certain transformations
dE

y

-;z;;;=g(Ul)= 2rr[(Ul-Ulu)'+y'/ 4] {ii(O)+ l/rol 2},

where

1

'~

l'2wo

0

(25)

/w=-=~ dtf(t)irot.

The first term in the curly brackets describes the deexcitation of the initial excitation of the oscillator, and
the second the radiation under the action of the force
f(t). If f(t) is a periodic function, lfw 12 for yt ::?> 1 contains a term which increases linearly with t.
The assertions made at the beginning of this section
follow from (25). If the oscillator is excited by a monochromatic line of frequency w, then, basically (i.e., for
a timet ::?> t/y), it radiates the same monochromatic
line (the intensity contains a resonance factor
[(w- w0 ) 2 + y 2 /4r). The radiation spectrum (25) of a
quantum oscillator is the same as in the classical problem. Here the "harmonic oscillator paradox" appears.
In conclusion we note that essential in the preceding
work was the fact that linear relaxation of the oscillator,
even in the presence of an external force f(t), does not
mix the creation (a+, bj) and annihilation (a, bj) operators amongst themselves. In contrast to this, for an
oscillator with parametrically changing frequency w(t),
the operators a and a+ are mixed in the process of timeevolution. As a result such an oscillator can intensify
its zero fluctuations and radiate an amplified field[ 10 J.

8 >From (23) it follows also that [ii(t), ii+(t')] = exp [-')'It- t'l/2iw 0(t- t')]. The attenuation of the commutator when rlt- t'l ~ I
arises because of the spontaneous radiation which introduces an uncontrolled phase difference between the operators ii(t) and ii+(t).
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APPENDIX A
We shall analyze formula (19) in two limiting cases,
A = lv(t) 12 « 1 (the complex amplitude of v(t) is much
smaller than the amplitude of the vacuum fluctuations)
and A >> 1. In the first case we have
n=N,

(A.1)

n=FN

The transition probabilities wN- n rapidly decrease
with increase of m = IN- nl.
The opposite case N, A :::P 1, corresponds to a
strongly excited oscillator. We use the quasi-classical
approximation
WN-?n =

2 cos2 <Pn

(A.2)

,

:n:iRn
Rn

= [(l'N+VnJ 2 -I.][I.- ("yN-fn) 2 ] =
<Pn

= __!:_

(n-n 1 )(n 2 -n),

(A.3)
which corresponds to the purely classical picture 9 >. The
quantum effects are contained in the factor cos 2 cl>n,
which leads to oscillations of WN- n about its mean
value. Taking account of the analogy between expression (19) for wN- n and the form of radial wave functions in a Coulomb potential, we apply the same
parametrization as in the Coulomb problem to calculate
the phase cl>n llll:
O~s~:n:,

Xt +xz
a=-2-=N+n,

(A.4)
(A.5)

From (A.2) we then obtain a fairly simple expression
for cl>n:
<Pn=.!!._{s+esins-i1-e 2 arccos( cos(;-e )}-~. (A.6)
2
1-ecoss
4
~

is defined from the equation: A= a(1 - e cos
n = N (cos s ± 1'1./ N- sin 6)
2

2•

D<Pn
1 A
-=-~
2

~

vary with

X + N- n
1[
( cos 6- e )]
dx=- £+arccos
x[(x-x,)(xz-x)]'l•
2
1-ecoss ,

(A.8)

x,

X

Here x1,2 = (v'N ± ../fi)2, n1, 2 = (vN ± -./X) 2. The distribution of the transition probabilities wN _ n lies mainly in
the range n1 < n < n 2, beyond the limits of which wN-n
falls away exponentially. On averaging over a rapidlyvarying phase cl>n, we obtain

x=a(1-ecos\;),

this as all three parameters a, e, and
change of n. However,

an

r [(x- xt) (x,- x)]'!. dx- .!!:__.
4

2 Jx,

The dependence on n of the phase <l>n
in the classically allowed region n 1 < n <
n 2 ; a) A< N, b) N <A< 4N, c) A> 4N.
Here N is the initial excitation of the
oscillator (when t = 0 the oscillator is in
anN-quantum state) and A= I v(t) 12 is
the energy (in units of hw 0 ) acquired by
the oscillator under the influence of the
external force.

0, whence
(A.7)

For A < N here we must take both signs, and ~ varies
in the interval 0 ::s; ~ :5 arc sin VA/N; for A > N in
(A.7) we must retain only the upper sign, with 0 ::s; ~ ::s; 1r.
The dependence of the phase cl>n on the state number n
is set completely by equations (A.5)- (A. 7). The explicit
expression for cl>n in terms of n is extremely cumbersome.
We require the dependence of the phase cl>n on n when
the values of N and A are fixed. It is difficult to assess
9 lThe action of the external force f(t) leads to the displacement of
the initial distribution W(01., t = 0) by the vector v(t) (cf., e.g., formula I,
(69)). Choosing W(cx, 0) = 1r- 1 1i(l01.l 2 - N), we arrive at (A3).

where the plus sign is taken in the case n < N and the
minus in the case n > N (in calculating the integral it is
convenient to make the substitution (A.4)). Hence it follows that &cl>/&n > 0 when n < N, and &cl>/&n < 0 when
n > N (e = 1, ~ = ~ o =arc cos (1- A/2N) and ci>N
= N( ~ o + sin~ o) correspond to the equality n = N). The
form of the curve cl>n = cl>(n) depends on the relation between Nand A (see the figure). When n = N, there is a
break; however, if A > 4N, then n 1 > Nand the curve
for cl>n is smooth within the limits of the classicallyallowed range n1 ::s; n :s n 2.
APPENDIX B
In the limiting case of large quantum numbers the expression (13) for wn(t) may be simplified if we use the
approximate formulas I, (43) and (A.2) for wN--k and
wk-n' Going over in (13) from a sum over k to an integration, we have
2
~·
cos2 !llk
{
Wn(t)=-=- dk
exp :n: i2:n:o2 k,
[ ( k - .'ct) ( kz - k) ]'!.

(k-Np)Z}

2o 2

,

(B.1)

where a 2 = Npq(1 + 2v), k1, 2 = (..Jil ± ..fX) 2. The factor
cos 2 cl>k leads to oscillations of the distribution wn, which
are rapidly smoothed away in the relaxation process.
This takes place when a :;:: ~n, where ~n is the average
distance between the zeros of the function cos cl>n. An
estimation of ~n, obtained by the use of formula (A.6),
gives n ~ (n2 - n1)/D, where D is the number of zeros
of the function cos cl>n lying between n1 and n2:
(B.2)
Hence it follows that the oscillations of wn(t) are appreciable only for very small times t << (1 + A./N)th where
t1 = [Ny(1 + 2v)]- 1 is the time of mixing (cf. Sec. 4[ 11 ).
When t ~ (1 + A./N)tl the oscillations of the distribution
(19) are already obscured by the relaxation; at the same
time p = e-yt F::< 1, i.e., the relaxation process is still
only just beginning. In this case, cos 2 cl>k- )12 and the
expression (B.1) takes the form
1
i2rro2

Wn(t)=-=-F(a,~),

U
a=/

2nl.

Npq ( 1

+ 2v)

J't. '
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(B.3)

where

if

dx

,

F(a,~)=-; J l'i-x2 e-(ax~S) =

{exp(-~2 )

a=O

~=0
~•
(B.4)
We note that the parameter a characterizes the relation of the width of the distribution (19), brought about
by the action of the force f(t), to the width o, arising
from the relaxation. In the case a << 1 we may expand
the function F(a, {3) in a rapidly convergent series:
exp(-a2/2)lo(a2/2)

oo

a2n

F(a, ~} = e-S'n~o 22 n(nf)2 H2n(~),

(B.5)

where H ( {3) are Hermite polynomials. In the opposite
case, a ~ 1, the distribution of the population densities
w is similar to (A.3) and is concentrated mainly in the
r~nge n 1 ::'0 n ::'0 n2 • Outside this region, Wn decreases
exponentially.
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